Collecting a large dataset of real infrared (IR) images is expensive, time-consuming, and even unavailable in some specific scenarios. With recent progress in machine learning, it has become more feasible to replace real IR images with qualified synthetic IR images in learning-based IR systems. However, this alternative may fail to achieve the desired performance, due to the gap between real and synthetic IR images. Inspired by adversarial learning for image-to-image translation, we propose the Synthetic IR Refinement Generative Adversarial Network (SIR-GAN) to narrow this gap. By learning the bidirectional mappings between two unpaired domains, the realism of the simulated IR images generated from the IR Simulator are significantly improved, where the source domain contains a large number of simulated IR images, where the target domain contains a limited quantity of real IR images. Specifically, driven by the idea of transferring infrared characteristic and protect target semantic information simultaneously, we propose a SIR refinement loss to consider an infrared loss and a structure loss further to the adversarial loss and the consistency loss. To further reduce the gap, stabilize training, and avoid artefacts, we modify the proposed algorithm by developing a training strategy, adding the U-net in the generators, using the dilated convolution in the discriminators and invoking the N-Adam acts as the optimizer. Qualitative, quantitative, and ablation study experiments demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach compared with the state-of-the-art techniques in terms of realism and fidelity. In addition, our refined IR images are evaluated in the context of a feasibility study, where the accuracy of the trained classifier is significantly improved by adding our refined data into a small real-data training set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Different kinds of target detectors based on infrared (IR) thermal images are widely used in the field of remote sensing, such as unmanned vehicles [1] , intelligent monitoring [2] , [3] , and automated target detection systems [4] - [6] . These technologies and systems require a large annotated infrared dataset. However, collecting a large amount of real IR data is expensive and time-consuming, even unavailable in some specific scenarios. Thus, the idea of utilizing synthetic instead of real IR images has become The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Saeid Nahavandi. appealing, because the synthetic IR images can be mass generated and easily annotated. Several graphics rendering engines are well-suited to infrared simulation [18] , [21] , [28] , [29] . Many efforts have explored using these generated synthetic data for various prediction tasks, including radar data classification [17] , IR target detection [21] , and semantic segmentation [20] . These studies illustrate that the model trained on a large quantity of synthetic images outperforms the model only trained on a small number of real images. Thus, it is distinct that synthetic data can be used as substitutes when it comes to lack of real data.
However, synthetic data are unable to replace real data completely. Learning from synthetic IR data can be problematic owing to a gap between real and simulated IR images. This gap will lead to bad generalization on a model trained with synthetic IR data, because synthetic IR images are not realistic enough and mislead the model to learn some information which is only present in synthetic data. Therefore, how to close the gap is an important topic. The gap mainly comes from the infrared texture of targets, which is caused by incomplete consideration of influences from various aspects on the target simulation results, such as solar radiation, sky background radiation, and ground radiation. Most of the traditional algorithms focus on improve infrared simulation systems, which may fail to bridge the gap effectively, and require a lot of work [9] - [14] . These methods are restricted by three main challenges, in the improvement of reality on simulated IR images: (1) Traditional infrared rendering methods fail to render correct infrared information of real images. The temperature simulation of the infrared target simulation is not real enough to accurately reflect the target temperature distribution. (2) The target modelling and the finite element analysis requires a massive amount of manual calculation. (3) Current methods fail to learn an effective mapping between real and simulated data automatically. It lacks a deep-learning-based framework to refine the synthetic IR data.
Recently, in the deep learning field, generative adversarial networks (GANs) have addressed the lack of training data via learning from real data probability distribution and generating synthetic data, proposed by [16] . GANs have achieved impressive results in image generation [37] , image colorizing [42] , [44] , and image-to-image translation [41] , [43] . In particular, the last few years have witnessed a variety of GANs with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) developed for image-to-image translation tasks. The feedforward CNNs can be easily trained by using the standard back-propagation approach [45] , and the transformed images are generated by forwardly passing the input image through the well-trained CNNs when testing. Pix2pix framework [41] is a strong pipeline to transform image style from a specific image to another image. However, it can not transform between two domains, such as our task, from simulated IR domains to real IR domains. Cycle-gan [8] designs a cycle architecture with a combination of adversarial losses and cycle consistency, to tackle the unpaired datasets, but the method only focuses on style or season transfer application. Shrivastava et al. [35] propose the Simulated+Unsupervised (S+U) learning, which is the first methodology that guides how one can use synthetic eye images to improve the performance of learning algorithms, by adopting generative adversarial networks, but it fails to learn mappings between two domains. Nevertheless, none of these GANs models cannot tackle the simulated IR refinement task, owing to limitations of these algorithms and their lack of guidance in the infrared field.
Different from traditional method, our formulation does focus on simulated IR images refinement with GANs, which is the first attempt to present an end-to-end deep adversarial learning method for this task. In this paper, we propose a Synthetic Infrared Refinement Generative Adversarial Network (SIR-GAN) to refine simulated IR object. Different from Dual-gan [7] and Cycle-gan [8] , the proposed SIR-GAN model can effectively learn bidirectional mappings between real and simulated IR domain, by taking infrared radiation and edge features into consideration. Besides concerns about the adversarial loss and the cycle consistency loss, we construct a new loss function that extra adds a SIR refinement loss including the infrared loss and the structure loss. The SIR refinement loss can guide two Generators and Discriminators to keep the target structure and only transfer thermal features. The whole pipeline including training and testing is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, we prepare two training sets: one is a small set of the real IR images captured by a specific thermal imager, the other one is a large set of the simulated IR set generated by our IR Simulator. Then, the proposed SIR-GAN model trains on the two unpaired domains, where domain S contains a large number of simulated IR images, where domain R contains a small number of real IR images. For our task, the Generator G S2R with the mapping from source domain S to target domain R is utilized to refine the test simulated IR data when testing. In this method, only a small amount of unpaired data is needed, greatly reducing the difficulty of data collection.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
(1) To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of GANs successfully refining simulated IR target images. The proposed SIR-GAN algorithm can easily learn the bidirectional mappings between two unpaired and imbalanced domains. The target domain is a limited number of real IR images, while the source domain is a large quantity of simulated IR images that can be automatically produced by the IR simulator. This study provides new insights into using limited real IR data to generate a large amount of simulated IR data.
(2) To further bridge the gap between simulated and real IR data, the infrared radiation and structure features of the IR target is taken into consideration. We study an Infrared loss to take account of the local infrared details, and a Structure loss to protect the semantic information. The aforementioned two losses are referred as the SIR refinement loss. To this end, we construct a cumulative loss function, consisting of a SIR refinement loss, an adversarial loss and a cycle consistency loss.
(3) To stabilize training and prevent artefacts, we develop a training strategy with the Discriminators initialization, add the U-net and Dilated convolution in the architecture of the Generators and the Discriminators, and invoke the Nesterovaccelerated Adam as the optimizer, so that the refined IR images can keep the target structure and only be transformed in thermal features.
(4) Qualitative, quantitative and ablation study experiments illustrate that the proposed method brings a significant improvement to the realism of the IR simulator output, compared with the state-of-the-art techniques. Furthermore, FIGURE 1. The whole pipeline. In the training step, the SIR-GAN model includes two learning cycles:
The training data consists of two unpaired domains: (1) a large quantity of simulated IR images are generated by IR simulator, and (2) a limited number of real IR images are captured by a thermal sensor. For testing, the well-trained G S2R is used to refine the test samples.
we implement a utility evaluation study to investigate whether the refined IR images are practically usable or not. It is interesting to note that adding our refined data to a training set of a limited amount of real data, the accuracy of the trained classifier will be significantly improved. The findings should make an important contribution to the field of IR image recognition with limited data.
The rest of the paper has been organised in the following way. Section II briefly reviews related work on IR simulator and synthetic-based system, synthetic IR refinement, and generative adversarial networks. After introducing the real and simulated IR datasets in Section III, we illustrate the proposed SIR-GAN framework in Section IV. Then we exhibit the experimental validation of the whole method in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper with future directions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. IR SIMULATOR AND SYNTHETIC-BASED SYSTEM
Several graphics rendering engines are well-suited to infrared simulation [18] , [21] , [28] , [29] . For instance, Lahoud et al. [18] use Unity3D and Oculus Rift to build an IR augmented reality system, which can simulate a thermal camera. In addition, through calculating the radiation model, object-oriented graphics rendering engine (OGRE) is also utilized to simulate a real three-dimensional infrared complex scene, which is developed by [29] . On the basis of Mu's work, Gao and Zhang [21] - [23] design an infrared scene simulator to generate thousands of simulated IR images, which can be used to train classifiers and detectors [28] . Meanwhile, for the scene simulation, Guo et al. [24] produce a semi-automatic system to simulate large-scale IR urban scenes in the form of levels of detail. Xiong et al. [25] propose a simplified watertight module through piece wise planar 3D reconstruction from raw meshes simulated by multi-view stereo. Zhang et al. [26] build an infrared scene system to fulfil the real-time and accuracy requirements. Yang and Lv [27] carry out the dynamic IR simulation based on Vega and its IR module.
Many efforts have explored using these generated synthetic data for various prediction tasks, including radar data classification, IR target detection, and semantic segmentation. Karabacak et al. [17] simulate micro-Doppler signatures and use the simulated signatures as a source of a priori knowledge to improve the classification performance of real radar data, particularly in the case when the total amount of data is small. Zhang et al. [21] train a vehicle detector on a mixed dataset, containing real and simulated IR images with a specific ratio. The experiments show that simulated IR images play an important role in improving the precision of target detection. Richter et al. [19] propose that a semantic segmentation model trained only with synthetic data can even outperform the model trained with real data if the amount of synthetic data is large enough. Johnson et al. [20] develop a method to incorporate photo-realistic computer images from a simulation engine to rapidly generate annotated data that can be used for the training of machine learning algorithms. As a result, they show that the model trained with a large number of synthetic images outperforms the model trained with a small number of real images. Thus, it is distinct that synthetic data can be used as substitutes when it comes to lack of real data.
B. SYNTHETIC IR REFINEMENT
Traditional methods are based on the infrared calculation, which requires a huge amount of manual work. Liu et al. [9] study an infrared radiation calculation strategy based on the principle of the simulation of the infrared thermal image, for more accurate IR texture calculation. Wang et al. [10] introduce a portable infrared/visible composite target simulator, which adopts the reflective optical design, through the combination of blackbody and visible light source system design and a variety of target plate, to provide 0.4µm ∼ 12µm band simulation target. Liu et al. [11] develop a fast numerical simulator for infrared thermography testing (IRT) by using the database of unflawed IRT information, to accelerate the calculations. Ren et al. [12] propose a method for infrared 3D scene building based on pseudo color and infrared particle effects includes decoy projectile and smoke. Chengpo et al. [29] refine a 3D infrared scene, through calculating thermal radiation model, object-oriented graphics rendering engine. These methods are only effective for specific scenarios. However, they fail to automatically learn a mapping between synthetic and real IR images, and require a huge amount of work in each scene. Our work is essentially different from these approaches, where we improve the realism of the simulator using deep learning.
C. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
GANs [16] introduce the concept of adversarial learning between the generator and the discriminator. The generator and the discriminator act as adversaries with respect to each other to produce real-like samples. The generative adversarial networks learn two models (a generator and a discriminator) with competing losses. The goal of the generator network is to map a random vector to a realistic image, whereas the goal of the discriminator is to distinguish the generated from the real images. GANs have achieved impressive results in image generation [37] , image colorizing [42] , [44] , and image-toimage translation [41] , [43] . This inspires us to design a generative model based on simulated IR images to improve the reality of simulated IR images. Meanwhile, we adopt an adversarial loss to learn the mapping, so that the refined IR images cannot be distinguished from images in the target domain.
The last few years have witnessed a variety of GANs with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) developed for imageto-image translation tasks. The feed-forward CNNs are able to be easily trained by using the standard back-propagation approach [45] , and the transformed images are generated by forwardly passing the input image through the well-trained CNNs when testing. Pix2pix framework [41] is a successful pipeline to transform image style from a specific image to another specific image. Similar ideas have been applied to various tasks such as generating photographs from attributes and semantic layouts [47] or from sketches [46] . However, it can not transform between two domains, such as our task, from simulated IR domains to real IR domains, because pix2pix model needs a pair of training samples, one as input, another as ground truth. Unlike the above prior work, we learn the mapping without paired training examples.
More recently, several other approaches tackle the unpaired training. CoGAN [48] employs a weight-sharing method to learn a common representation across different domains. Liu et al. [49] extend the above baseline by combining GANs and variational autoencoders [50] . Another line of concurrent study is Cycle-gan [8] , which designs a cycle architecture with a combination of adversarial losses and cycle consistency. Shrivastava et al. [35] propose Simulated+Unsupervised (S+U) learning, which is the first method that uses synthetic eye images to improve the performance of learning algorithms, by using generative adversarial networks, but it fails to learn mappings between two domains. However, none of these GANs models cannot tackle the simulated IR refinement task, owing to limitations of these algorithms and their lack of guidance in the infrared field. In contrast, we propose an end-to-end solution that does refine the simulated IR images.
III. DATA PREPARATION
Before introducing the SIR-GAN model, we briefly present the dataset. The proposed method learning bidirectional mappings between real IR domain and simulated IR domain. The real IR images are captured by a specific thermal imager, while the simulated IR images are rendered by the IR target simulation system.
A. REAL IR IMAGES
The experimental site is a typical plain area, where longitude and latitude are 118 • 43 22 E and 44 • 54 82 N , where the altitude is 1190 meters. The thermal sensor to capture real IR images is FlexCam Expert IR thermal imager TiX660, where IFoV is 0.8 mRad, and image resolution of output is 320*240. The collected real IR vehicle dataset includes 800 samples. For real IR dataset establishment, we manually segment vehicles on each captured thermal images and save them separately, in order to exclude background interference and gain the undisturbed IR target images.
B. SIMULATED IR IMAGES
All the simulated IR images are rendered by the IR target simulation system, which consists of three parts: (1) we build a three-dimensional geometric model of a specific target;
(2) through calculation of target thermal radiation model, infrared texture of the target can be inferred and mapped on the 3D target model; (3) after OGRE rendering with atmospheric effect model, a simulated IR target image is generated with the target label. Since we only focus on IR target modeling, background modeling is not taken into consideration. In this paper, we simulate an IR vehicle as a maneuvering target, as shown in Figure 2 .
All objects emit infrared energy (heat) as a function of their temperature. The infrared energy emitted by an object is known as its heat signature. In general, the hotter an object is, the more radiation it emits. A thermal imager is essentially a heat sensor that is capable of detecting tiny differences in temperature. Thus, an infrared image can reflect the target's temperature distribution, which depends on its infrared radiation characteristic. Actually, the infrared radiation characteristics are closely related to the heat transfer between the target and environment. When calculating the thermal radiation of the target, besides the target's own radiation, we should take the impact of environmental radiation into consideration, like solar radiation, sky background radiation and ground radiation.
We set up the IR target simulation system in the same environment as the captured real IR images, and adopt the same geographic data. The parameters used to calculate the IR radiation model are as follows, weather: cloudy with stratocumulus; environment temperature: 15.2 • C; humidity: 50.0%; wind speed: 2.7 m/s; target surface temperature: 22.8 • C; wave band: 8 ∼ 14µm. We employ Visual Studio 2017 as the development environment, through the OGRE texture mapping and rendering, to generate the simulated IR images. Please see the Appendix A for more details about the infrared radiation calculation.
IV. SIMULATED INFRARED REFINEMENT GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
As mentioned before, the IR target simulation system can generate an arbitrary amount of synthetic images with annotations. However, there is still a gap between these simulated and real IR images. In this section, we propose a synthetic IR refiner named SIR-GAN model to refine these synthetic data, so as to bridge the gap. From Figure 1 , we introduce a whole pipeline of the synthetic data refiner in both training and testing. We use a large number of simulated IR images and a small amount of real IR images to train the SIR-GAN model effectively, to make the model learn a mapping between simulated data and real data. What's more, the cycle design of our model can also train on the unpaired training data, which consists of a source set S = {s i } N i=1 and a target set
, with no information provided as to which s i matches which r i [8] .
A. OVERALL OF SIR-GAN
The SIR-GAN consists of two Generators and two Discriminators. The Generator model is responsible for generating the image, and constantly make the generated 'fake' image closer to the target dataset, in order to achieve to cheat Discriminator model. The Discriminator model should reinforce identification ability, and distinguish between real samples and 'fake' samples to guide the generation process of the Generator model.
Inspired by the cycle structure of [8] for image-to-image translation, we use the similar design in our SIR-GAN model. The goal is to learn a bidirectional mapping function between two domains S (simulated IR data) and R (real IR data) provided training samples
where r j ∈ R. The data distribution is donated as s ∼ p data (s) and r ∼ p data (r). As illustrated in Figure 1 , our SIR-GAN model consists two mappings G S2R : S → R and G R2S : R → S. Then, we introduce two adversarial discriminators D R and D S , where D R aims to discriminate between images {r} and refined images {G S2R (s)}; in the same way, D S aims to distinguish between {s} and {G R2S (r)}. Then, we introduce the detailed process and architecture of our SIR-GAN model step by step, as shown in Figure 3 .
(1) Firstly, we put a sample s i of the simulated IR dataset S into the Generator G S2R , to output a generated image r si = G S2R (s i ). Then, the Discriminator D R distinguishes whether r si belongs to the simulated IR dataset S or the real IR dataset R. The judgment will be fed back to G S2R , so as to reinforce the generator to generate a more realistic image. Thus, under the supervision of D R , r si will continuously narrow the gap with the image in R. Finally, we put r si into the Generator
, which is expected to be similar to the samples in R.
(2) On the other hand, an image r j of the real IR dataset R is put into the Generator G R2S , to output a generated image s rj = G R2S (r j ). After the Discriminator D R distinguishing whether s rj belongs to S or R, the result will be fed back to G R2S to update the generator. Under the supervision of D S , s rj should be close to the image in S. After s rj putting into the Generator {G S2R }, the generated image r j should be expected to be close to the samples in S.
That is to say, Generators not only can generate real IR images from simulated IR images, but also have the ability to reduce from real IR images to simulated IR images. This specific cycle design make Generators and Discriminators combat each other. D R guides G S2R , D S trains G R2S , consequently two Generators can generate more similar images to the target dataset. Meanwhile, Generators in turn train Discriminator to continuously enhance the discriminating ability. For s i and r j , they can be treated as verification for whether G S2R and G R2S can generate enough quality or not.
B. LOSS FUNCTION
Our objective includes three types of terms: the SIR adversarial losses, the SIR cycle consistency losses, and the SIR refinement losses. (1) SIR adversarial losses for G S2R aim to match the distribution of refined images to that of simulated images, and it is the same reason for G R2S . (2) SIR cycle consistency losses aim to prevent the learned mapping G S2R and G S2R from contradicting each other. (3) SIR refinement losses which include structure losses and infrared losses, aim to not only reserve object structure information, but also transfer the infrared texture, in order to strengthen the generation ability of G S2R .
1) SIR ADVERSARIAL LOSS
We apply adversarial losses to both mapping G S2R : S → R and G R2S : R → S. We define the G S2R objective as Equation (1), and the excepted result is s → G S2R (s) ≈ r.
where G S2R tries to generate image G S2R (s) which looks similar to real IR images of domain R, and D R aims to discriminate between G S2R (s) and r. G S2R and D R compete with each other, to minimize the generation error of G S2R and maximize the discrimination ability of D R . In the same way, we introduce the G R2S : R → S objective as:
2) SIR CYCLE CONSISTENCY LOSS
The aim is that the image translation should be able to bring s to r s and back to domain S, for instance, s → G S2R (s) → G R2S (G S2R (s)) ≈ s. If the input s and the refined r s do not share semantic information, it is impossible to regenerate the input by using the refined image. Thus, by forcing the learned transformation to have an effective inverse refinement, the generated image can be further forced to share semantics with the input. If the generated G S2R (s) can be recovered to a simulated IR image, we can believe that the main structure information of input image s is well-preserved, like object's outline, shape, and orientation. In other words, only the infrared information is transferred in the whole process. As illustrated in Figure 3 , for each sample r from domain R, G R2S and G S2R should satisfy:
We express this cycle consistency loss to ensure that the transformed image shares semantics with the input image, in Equation (3), where L1-normalize is employed in this loss.
3) SIR REFINEMENT LOSS
To further strengthen the infrared refinement ability of Generator G S2R and reduce the loss of semantic information, we propose an Infrared loss L ir and a Structure loss L strc to form the SIR refinement loss:
As the consistency loss with global L1 focuses on the entire image space, it ignores many local infrared details, which are critical in infrared images. Since the grey value of an IR image depends on the infrared radiation of the target, we try to make the input and the transformed images consistent in infrared radiation, to ensure the successful transmission of infrared information. In order to further improve the quality of the refined images regarding infrared details, we propose an infrared loss to restore the infrared radiation information in the refined IR image.
where the loss is raised from the infrared radiation value metric:
where g is the grey level of each pixel of an image. The maximum and minimum radiation intensity of the target is max and min . r is constant and follows 0 r 1, which depends on the specific scene and the type of the IR thermal imager.
b: STRUCTURE LOSS
In order to retain the semantic information, the target structure of input images should be maintained in the refinement process. The gradient correlation defined by the normalized cross correlation between two images, is used to predict the structures of both input images and the generated images. The structures can be regard as the prior knowledge guiding better IR image generation. Given gradients in horizontal and vertical directions of two images, s i and r si , GC is formulated as:
where,
and ∇ x and ∇ y are the gradient operator of each direction, s i is the mean value of s i . We formulate the structure loss L strc with L1 distance as: 
4) CUMULATIVE LOSS
Overall, we define the full loss function as follows:
The hyper-parameter λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 control the relative importance of the three losses. Each of the three terms has a loss weight indicated to adjust the importance of each loss part.
In the Cycle-gan [8] , it fixes the weights of the adversarial loss and the cycle consistency equal. In addition, we find that the susceptibility to mode collapse is different when facing different tasks, so we introduce λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 as the hyper-parameter. All experiments use λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 5, λ 3 = 2, to make our network focus on the simulated IR images refinement.
C. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The SIR-GAN model consists of 2 Generators (G S2R and G R2S ) and 2 Discriminators (D R and D S ). Besides the new loss function, several vital modifications are adopted to the architecture and the training step to stabilize training and prevent the network from producing artefacts, compared to other GANs. Thus, the refined IR images can retain the target structure and transfer thermal information.
1) GENERATOR ARCHITECTURE G S2R and G R2S have the same architecture. We adopt the networks from [8] , and modify it by using U-type crossconnection (U-net) method [30] . The motivation is that the Generator is expected only to transform infrared feature but not change the target structure information. U-net is a usual contracting network by successive, which contains a large number of feature channels in the upsampling part. These channels allow the network to propagate context information to higher resolution layers. The same idea is employed in our model. The architecture of Generator is illustrated in Figure 4 . The input and output image is 256 × 256. The Generator includes 4 convolutional layers, 9 resnet convolutional layers [31] , and 2 deconvolutional layers. Convolution and deconvolution are the opposite operations. The structure of resnet block includes two convolutional layers, and the feature map plus input equals output, as shown in Figure 5 . The first three convolutional layers are regarded as the encoding step, while two deconvolutional layers and one convolutional layer can be treated as the decoding step. The Generator G S2R is only used to refine simulated IR images to real IR images, rather than changing other features of the vehicle, such as the outline and orientation of the vehicle. Thus, besides sequential convolution operation, we add three joint feature map fusion in conv1 → conv4, conv2 → deconv1 and conv3 → deconv2. This kind of joint feature map can protect the shape, outline, orientation and other fundamental features, and only transform the infrared features of the target. After each convolutional layer, Instance Normalization [32] is used instead of Batch Normalization to achieve normalization for a single image, thereby improving the quality of the generated images based on accelerating model convergence and preventing gradient explosion.
2) DISCRIMINATOR ARCHITECTURE
The input is a 256 × 256 image, and the output is the result of binary classification, where 0 means the class of input is not the target class, where 1 means the class of input is the target class. The input is put into three dilated convolutional layers with different kernels, followed by two standard convolutional layers. Different from [8] , our discriminators adopt three varying dilated convolutional layers instead of standard convolutional layers. The motivation is that we find that the object may be deformed during training, because spatially hierarchical information is easily lost in the standard convolution. In order to solve the deformation problem, an effective module named dilated convolution is used to increase the receptive field corresponding to the pixel points in the last layer. Unlike traditional convolution kernels, dilated convolution has a 3 × 3 convolution kernel with a certain interval. In the left figure of Figure 7 , there is a 1-dilated convolution of 3 × 3, and the red dot position represents the sampling point, which is the same as the standard convolution operation. In the middle of Figure 7 illustrates a 2-dilated convolution of 3 × 3. We can see that each sample point in the convolution kernel has a unit interval, so that a combination of 1-dilated convolution and 2-dilated convolution can reach a 7 × 7 receptive field. The right of Figure 7 shows the 16 × 16 receptive field achieved by the combination of 1-dilated convolution, 2-dilated convolution, and 4-dilated convolution. The reason we replace the standard convolutional layers with dilated convolutional networks is listed below. (1) Deep convolutional neural networks consist of convolutional layers and pooling/up-sampling layers. The weights of convolutional layers are learnable, while pooling/up-sampling layers are deterministic. The dilated convolutional layer can be understood as a learnable mixed layer that combines a convolutional layer with a pooling layer. (2) Compared to three dilated convolutional layers of 16 × 16 receptive field, the three standard convolutional layer combination of the same 3 × 3 receptive field convolution kernel only has a receptive field of 7 × 7. The wider receptive field will have a positive influence on discrimination and reduction of the input image. (3) The standard CNNs may cause loss of internal data structure and spatial hierarchy information, which is especially important in the simulated IR refinement task. Because the shape and outline information of the target is expected to be retained. Similarly, we also use Instance Normalization instead of Batch Normalization after each convolutional layer. Note that, the PatchGAN [41] is employed in this architecture as the classifier, which tries to distinguish whether the input image is natural or generated through such N × N patch in conv5.
D. TRAINING PROCEDURE WITH UNPAIRED AND IMBALANCED DATA
The sum of training data for SIR-GAN consists of two unpaired and imbalanced datasets. One is the real IR vehicle dataset including 800 samples captured by a specific thermal sensor. The other one is the simulated IR vehicle dataset which includes 5000 samples. These samples are built easily through varying view of the target in the IR simulator. The SIR-GAN model learns the bidirectional mappings between simulated and real IR domains. Consequently, the training process does not need one-to-one correspondence between input and output, to tackle the unpaired learning. On the other hand, unbalanced data will cause insufficient training. To deal Algorithm 1 The SIR-GAN Training Procedure, Using the Nesterov-Accelerated Adam Optimizer Require:
The set of simulated IR images for current batch, s i ∈ S;
The set of real IR images for current batch, r j ∈ R The number of training batch iterations N with a batch size of B; Ensure:
Update Generator and Discrimitor weights θ G(S→R) ,
θ D(R) ; 2: for n = 1 to 20 do 3: pretrain D S as a binary classifier with S and R, to discriminate simulated IR images; 4: pretrain D R as a binary classifier with R and S, to discriminate real IR images; 5: end for 6: for n = 21 to N do 7: pick a sample s i from S, and put it into G S2R , then the model outputs a generated image r si = G S2R (s i ); 8: the D R discriminates the generated image r si ; 9: put r si into G R2S to generate a new image s i = G R2S (G S2R (s i )); 10: calculate the error between r si and R; 11: calculate the error between s i and S; 12: for b = 1 to B do 13: pick a sample r j from R, and put it into G R2S , to generate s rj = G R2S (r j ); 14: put s rj into D S to distinguish between the simulated and the real; 15: send s rj into G S2R to generate a new one r j = G S2R (G R2S (r j )); 16: calculate the error between s rj and S; 17: calculate the error between r j and R; 18: end for 19: average the batch of the error between s rj and S; 20: average the batch of the error between r j and R; 21: update θ G(S→R) , θ G(R→S) , θ D(S) , θ D(R) , according to Equation (10). 22 : end for with it, we use the mean error of a batch size with 1 real sample and 6 simulated samples, so that all the simulated IR samples can be evenly used. Different from other GANs, we initialize the Discriminator as a binomial classifier to distinguish real and simulated IR images. This operation can enlarge the gradients of the Generators when starting bidirectional training, so as to accelerate convergence.
For the parameter setting of training, we set λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 5, λ 3 = 2 in Equation (10) . We adopt the Nesterovaccelerated Adam solver [51] with a batch size of 6, µ = 0.975, υ = 0.999, η = 1e −8 . We do not use any pretrained networks. The networks of SIR-GAN are trained from scratch. We keep the learning rate of 0.0002 in the first 100 epochs, and then linearly decay the learning rate to 0 for the next 100 epochs. We introduce the training procedure step by step as shown in Algorithm 1. After many times of the error back propagation, the Generators can generate the images whose distribution approximates to the target domain, while the Discriminators are unable to distinguish the generated images.
E. INFERENCE PROCEDURE
During training, we train the SIR-GAN model effectively, which includes 2 Generators (G S2R and G R2S ) and 2 Discriminators (D R and D S ). For testing, we only select the trained G S2R to refine the test samples. All the settings are the same as the training step. The test image is put into the well-trained G S2R , to generate a new image which is expected to be a real IR image. And we call this process as the simulated IR image refinement.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we firstly introduce the experimental setup, and then present the results of our SIR-GAN model in refining the simulated IR images.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the SIR-GAN model, we implement the Tensorflow [33] framework for all inference, training and testing, in a powerful server (2.7-GHz 4-core CPU, 16G RAM, 4 * 8GB GPU and Ubuntu 16.04). The whole training costs 10 hours on four NVIDIA 1080Ti Pascals.
The sum of training data for SIR-GAN consists of two datasets. One is the real IR vehicle dataset including 800 samples. For real IR dataset establishment, we manually segment vehicles on each captured thermal images and save them separately, in order to exclude background interference and gain the pure IR target images. The other one is the simulated IR vehicle dataset which includes 5000 samples. These samples are build easily through varying view of the target in our IR simulator.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
Evaluating the quality of synthesized images is an open and challenging problem [34] . Traditional metrics such as perpixel mean-squared error do not assess joint statistics of the result, and therefore do not measure the very structure that structured losses aim to capture. To better illustrate the performance of the proposed method, we evaluate the results with three tactics.
1) Visual and quantitative study. The results are displayed to give an intuitive evaluation. Meanwhile, we calculate the mean grey value, grey variance, contrast, and infrared cross entropy of each domain on the different methods. 2) AMT perceptual study. We run ''real v.s. fake'' perceptual studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). For graphics colorization and image generation, plausibility to an observer is often the ultimate goal. 3) ''FCN-score'' study. We measure whether the refined images are realistic enough that off-the-shelf classification system can classify the images or not.
C. COMPARISION WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To evaluate the proposed SIR-GAN model, we compare it with several state-of-the-art baselines: (1) Simulated+ Unsupervised (S+U) learning [35] try to use adversarial training to make simulated eye images more realistic;
(2) The new S+U (NSU) Learning with adaptive data [36] generate eye images with pseudo labels for gazing estimation;
(3) Cycle-gan [8] introduce a novel method for unpaired image-to-image translation; (4) DCGAN [37] is the first GAN model combined with CNN for image generation. For equality, all the above approaches are all trained on our training data with standard settings.
1) VISUAL AND QUANTITATIVE STUDY
In order to illustrate the result in visual intuition, we first display the result of each method in Figure 8 . As mentioned before, the mappings are learning from simulated IR domain to real IR domain, other than from a particular simulated IR image to a corresponding real IR image, consequently there is no ground truth for each simulated IR image, but we present some real samples as a reference in the rightmost column of Figure 8 . It is obvious, that our SIR-GAN performs best, and it can refine the simulated IR images effectively. The refined IR images much resemble the real IR images. DCGAN only learns a directional mapping, whose learning ability is too weak to generate realistic images. It is not only unable to learn the infrared mapping, but also changes the structure of the target. Both Cycle-gan and S+U learn some informative mappings including infrared and outline features, but they happen some irregular spots on their results. It may be caused by a specific pattern which is learned from the training set. Although NSU has no such concerns, this model sometimes leads to non-convergence, which means that the model parameters oscillate, destabilize and never converge. In addition, all the baselines easily occur diminished gradient, meaning that the discriminator gets too successful that the generator gradient vanishes and learns nothing. The reason is that our loss function adds a penalty term named SIR refinement loss, and this term can guarantee the generator G S2R to converge to the global optimum.
To quantify the results, we count mean grey value, grey variance, and contrast with relative error of each approach as the qualitative results. The relative error is defined in Equation (11), where v is the reference value of real IR set and v m measured value of synthetic IR set. In addition, cross entropy is a common measurement in information theory to assess the distance of two probability distributions. Inspired by this, we define an infrared cross entropy (ICE) to evaluate the results, as shown in Equation (12) . P real (i) and P generate (i) are the probabilities of infrared intensity i in the real IR images and the generated IR images. The smaller value of ICE represents that the generated IR image is more consistent with the real one in infrared intensity distribution.
In Table 1 , we show the assessment value and the relative error, and see that the distance between real domain and the proposed SIR-GAN model is minimal on the 1.77%, 20.67%, 1.26% and 5.91 for grey value, grey variance, contrast, and ICE. These four results of our method are much better than those of IR simulation and other methods. The results of simulated data reasonably has the largest gap on 12.58%, 48.19%, 34.17%, and 9.74. Compared with DCGAN and S+U algorithm, our results look more complete, and their results is blurry and incomplete, in Figure 8 . The reason why our model outperforms them is that they use directional mappings while our model utilizes bidirectional mappings. The bidirectional mappings can be trained more effectively and converge more easily than directional mappings. Though Cycle-gan and NSU also employ the cycle consistency design for bidirectional mappings, their results of grey value are too low while their results of grey variances are large, and the outlines of their target are unclear. This is caused by the lack of the U-type module and Dilated convolutional layer, which are benefits for keeping the original information, compared VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. Visual presentation of the results in different methods. We select 6 poses of the vehicle. The first column is the simulated IR images, while the last column is the real IR images. to the proposed approach. These histogram statistics and visual intuition intuitively illustrate that our algorithm for simulated IR image refinement outperforms other state-ofthe-art methods. Although our visual statistics results do not widen the gap with the results of Cycle-gan, S+U, and NSU algorithms, we can see the distinct gap according to Figure 8 , and also the next two experiments.
In addition, we carry out the experiments to present the training time of these methods. In Table 2 , we show the training time of different errors on G S2R loss, which is the Generator for IR refinement. For the error of 0.25, each algorithm can reach the threshold. The SIR-GAN converges faster than others, at only 8.2 hours. For the error of 0.20, DCGAN and S+U fail to reach the threshold. For threshold 0.15, only the SIR-GAN can achieve the best result, at 10.6 hours.
2) AMT PERCEPTUAL STUDIES
To more holistically evaluate the visual quality of our results, we employ AMT perceptual studies for our experiments. We follow the protocol from [38] : Participants are presented with a sequence of pairs of images, one a real IR image, one simulated IR image(generated by our IR simulator), and told which image is real. Every image appears for one second on each trial, after which the images disappear and participants respond as to which is real. If the subjects find the image very hard to tell the difference between the real images and the refined images, the Turker mark it ''hard to label''. The first 10 trials of each session are practice and participants are given feedback. The remaining 40 trials are utilized to measure the rate at which each algorithm fools participants. Each session tests just one approach at a time, and participants are only allowed to complete a single session.
We validate the perceptual realism of the refined IR images. Results of the AMT study are given in Table 3 . For synthetic images hard to label, we find that only our method can confuse Turkers hard to tell real or fake on 42.7%, much larger than labeled fake on 28.9%. In contrast, all the other approach hard to confuse the Turkers. The simulated IR domain and DCGAN model almost never fool subjects. Cycle-gan and S+U algorithms just can confuse less than 20%. NSU model has a relatively good result on 9.8% and 18.2%, which also underperform our method. Simultaneously with Figure 8 , it is obvious that our results are much more realistic than others. Especially the quality of the refined IR images have a huge improvement on the basis of the simulated IR images. Here, we see the proposed method can fool participants on around three quarters of trials at 256×256 resolution. Turkers can distinguish most of real from fake on the generated IR images by Cycle-gan, S+U, and NSU algorithm.
3) ''FCN-SCORE'' STUDY
Although ATM perceptual studies may be the gold standard for assessing graphical realism, recent works [34] , [38] have started using pre-trained semantic classifiers to discriminate whether the refined IR image is real or fake. The intuition is that if the refined IR images are realistic, the pre-trained classifiers trained on real IR data can correctly classify the refined IR images as well. For this reason, we adopt the FCN [39] architecture for semantic classification and segmentation, and train it on our real IR training set. Finally, we score refined IR images by the classification accuracy.
In Table 4 , we assesses the performance of the simulated IR image → refined IR image task on the real IR dataset. The methods employing the cycle-consistenct achieve higher scores, indicating that the refined IR images include more recognizable structure and thermal information. During training, the cycle-consistent-based approaches like SIR-GAN, Cycle-gan, and NSU are able to learn the bidirectional mappings, while DCGAN and S+U only learn the directional mapping. In the step of the bidirectional training, the Generators repeat correcting the network through error backpropagation, whose learning ability and efficiency is several times that of the directional models. With the same cycleconsistent design, our results are much better than those of Cycle-gan and NSU algorithm. This variant results in high performance; examining the results reveals that the proposed network architecture and loss function are more effective on simulated IR refinement task. Clearly, it is significant, in this case, that the loss measures the quality of the match between input and output, and indeed SIR-GAN performs much better than other GANs.
D. ABLATION STUDY
In order to better understand our method, we conduct a series of ablation evaluation experiments. All the results are shown in every subsections and discussed in detail. 
1) LOSS FUNCTION ANALYSIS
The cumulative loss consists of the SIR adversarial loss (L adv ), the SIR cycle consistency loss (L cyc ) and the SIR refinement loss (L ref ), where the SIR refinement loss contains the Infrared loss (L ir ) and the Structure loss (L strc ). In Table 5 , we show the comparison against ablations of all parts of the full loss. We can see that the cumulative loss is superior to any others on both AMT and FCN-scores studies. Removing the SIR refinement loss substantially degrades performance, as does removing the SIR cycle consistency loss. There is a same trend on removing the Infrared loss or the Structure loss. Thus, we conclude that each term is critical to our model. In the AMT experiments, L adv +L cyc outperforms L adv and L adv + L ref , on 23.2% labeled real, 22.7% hard to label and 54.1% labeled fake, which shows that L adv and L cyc is the fundamental terms. This illustrates that the bidirectional mappings can learn more informative features than only directional mappings. It often incurs training instability and causes mode collapse, especially for the direction of the mapping that is removed. Furthermore, L adv + L cyc + L ir and L adv + L cyc + L strc outperform L adv + L cyc , because the infrared radiation and structure information are protected. 
2) THE ROLE OF U-NET
The U-net architecture allows low-level features to shortcut across the neural network. Does this cause better results? To demonstrate the necessity of U-net in the architecture of the Generators, we compare the results of two groups of experiments, which are with U-net method and without U-net method. Figure 9 and Table 6 show the performance FIGURE 9. Visual presentation of the results of the proposed SIR-GAN with different components. We select 3 poses of the vehicle. The first column is the simulated IR images, while the last column is the real IR images. of our method with and without the U-net. For the AMT experiment, it is distinct that ours without the U-net on 22.8% labeled real, 37.1% hard to label and 40.1% labeled fake underperforms the standard SIR-GAN, but outperforms other state-of-the-art models in Table 3 . Similarly, the FCN-score experiment illustrates the same trend. Without the U-net, our generator model created simply by severing the skip connections in the U-Net, is unable to learn how to refine the simulated IR images to the realistic IR images. As we can see in Figure 9 , the results of SIR-GAN model without U-net have blurred details, compared to standard SIR-GAN model. This is caused by the loss of the target outline information transfer. 
3) THE ROLE OF DILATED CONVOLUTION
To investigate the behavior of dilated convolution, we conducted several ablation studies. We compared our SIR-GAN model with SIR-GAN without dilated convolution. Figure 9 shows some examples of comparison, including the results of Simulated domain, SIR-GAN, SIR-GAN without dilated convolution and Real domain. It is distinct that, without dilated convolution, a dark blur and fuzz appears at the edges of the target, caused by the loss of internal data structure and spatial hierarchy information. Table 6 presents AMT and FCN-score experiments. Though ours without dilated convolution gets a quite good result compared with ours without U-net, it still has a gap with the standard SIR-GAN model.
The dilated convolution tackles three problems caused by the standard CNNs, as mentioned before. (1)Unlike pooling layer of CNNs, the dilated convolution is learnable, through combining a convolutional layer with a pooling layer. (2)The Dilated convolutional layer can expand the receptive field and maintain the original resolution. Consequently, under the same computational complexity, it will reduce the information loss and increase precision. (3)The dilatied convolution retains the shape and outline information of the target, while the standard CNNs may cause loss of internal data structure and spatial hierarchy information, which is especially important in the simulated IR refinement task. There is no doubt that, the dilated convolutional layer is an indispensable component.
E. FEASIBILITY STUDY
We have illustrated that our approach can generate a large number of qualified IR images, which is realistic enough according to several scientific experiments. Furthermore, whether the refined IR images is practically usable is still a question. Then, we try to use our refined IR images to train the off-the-shelf classifier, and test on the real IR images. In addition, to further study on how to use the refined IR images, we train the Inception V4 model [40] with several groups of training data, which mix refined and real IR images by different ratios. The experimental results are shown in Table 7 . The result of the classifier trained on simulated IR images is 0.22. The reason is simulated images possess the outline and shape features. Through comparison results between IR Simulator and SIR-GAN, it can be seen that the classifier trained on the refined data outperforms the classifier trained on the simulated data. This means that the proposed method improves the quality of simulated IR image in content. If we change Furthermore, in order to investigate the effect of mixing ratio changes in the training set on classification accuracy, we design an experiment that as the proportion of real IR data increases linearly at a linear ratio of 0.1, we train the Inception V4 with these different training sets and test on the same real IR set, as presented in Figure 10 . It shows the relationship between accuracy and the proportion of real IR images in training set. For the blue line, the training set mixes simulated IR images with real IR images, and the line is close to linear. In contrast, the red line reveals that as the proportion of Real data increases linearly, the increase in accuracy continues to decrease. In other words, when our refined IR images as training set are used to train a learning-based classifier model, the accuracy will be significantly increased if the training set adds a limited quantity of real IR training samples. This characteristic makes our refined IR images extraordinarily practical and meaningful in engineering applications.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end SIR-GAN algorithm for simulated IR images refinement, by taking into account the infrared radiation and semantic information. As a refiner framework of learning bidirectional mappings relationship between two unpaired and imbalanced domains, the proposed SIR-GAN model combines the SIR adversarial loss, the SIR cycle consistency loss and the SIR refinement loss as a novel training objective function. The training set consists of two domains, i.e., the source domain where the simulated IR images are automatically generated by the proposed IR target simulation system, and the target domain which is a limited quantity of real IR images. We tackle the unpaired and imbalance training by using the proposed training strategy. To further reduce the gap between synthetic and real data, we make several key modifications on the architecture and the training stage. To our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to propose a GAN-based end-to-end framework for synthetic IR refinement task. Finally, experimental results reveal that the proposed SIR-GAN achieves significant improvement, compared with other state-of-the-art methods. To the end, the refined IR images are practically utilized to train the Inception V4 classifier and test on the real data. Consequently, we find out that if our refined IR images add a limited quantity of real IR samples, as the training set, the accuracy of the classifier can be greatly increased.
In future, we intend to study the complex environment generation by adversarial learning. In addition, we will explore modeling the infrared radiation distribution to generate more than one refined IR images for each simulated IR images according to different environment and motion states, and even investigate refining IR videos rather than single images.
APPENDIX A INFRARED RADIATION CALCULATION
The radiation flux of the vehicle is defined by the Planck formula:
where [λ 1 , λ 2 ] is a specified infrared band range, (λ, T ) represents emissivity of the material under a specific band and temperature. c 1 and c 2 are the first and second radiation constant respectively. T is the surface temperature of the vehicle. Then, we calculate the radiation flux of environment. The reflected radiation flux from environment can be expressed as:
where Q solar , Q sky and Q ground are the reflected radiation of solar, sky and ground, respectively. The sum of radiation consists of radiation of the vehiclê λ 1 −λ 2 and reflected radiation of environment f (λ 1 −λ 2 ) , as defined in Equation (15) .
After calculating the sum radiation flux of the vehicle, each component of the vehicle can be inferred by numerical calculation according to their temperature distribution, in order to build the vehicle radiation model. According to the experimental data from Table 8 , we can calculate the sum radiation.
Finally, we convert the invisible infrared radiation into the visible-infrared image. Since human eyes can not sense infrared radiation, a mapping relationship must be established between the infrared radiation and the image, so that the infrared radiation distribution of the target can be visually displayed in different brightness of a grey image. Our quantitative criterion is the linear grey level mapping method, which is defined as follows. g = − min max − min * (g max − g min ) + g min (16) where g is the quantized grey level. g max and g min are the upper and lower value of grey level. We choose g max = 255 and g min = 0. max and min are the upper and lower of the infrared radiation value of the vehicle. After infrared texture mapping, the simulated IR images are generated through OGRE rendering based on GPU acceleration. In addition, every simulated IR target image can be easily auto-annotated with labels, including target class, band range, and environment temperature. QIAOLIN SHI received the B.S. degree from the Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China, in 2014. She is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the School of Information and Electronics, Beijing Institute of Technology. Her research interests include statistical learning on graphical models and its application to wireless communications. She has served as a Reviewer for several international journals and conferences.
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